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GOLF & BOWLING GREENS

FESCUE
TOP RATED FESCUE BLEND FOR GOLF COURSES

25% Viktorka - Slender creeping red fescue
25% Barlineus - Chewings fescue
25% Bargreen 11 - Chewings fescue
25% Barcrown - Slender creeping red fescue

FESCUE offers superior shoot density and outstanding tolerance to, and
recovery from disease.
Ideal for construction, renovation and species exchange on free-draining
golf courses and bowling greens.
FESCUE is also suitable for divotting and renovation of high quality tees
and fairways.
WHAT FESCUE OFFERS
 - Cooler temperature germination and earlier spring green-up for the species
 - Unparalleled shoot density and visual merit for the species
 - Excellent drought tolerance
 - Excellent combined disease tolerance to red thread, fusarium and dollar
spot
 - Tolerant of regular greens mowing height down to 4mm

CLASSIC 80:20
BLENDS EXCELLENT BENT CULTIVARS WITH OUTSTANDING
RED FESCUE VARIETIES

20% Barlineus - Chewings fescue
20% Barcrown - Slender creeping red fescue
20% Viktorka - Slender creeping red fescue
20% BarKing - Browntop bent
20% Bargreen 11 - Chewings Fescue

CLASSIC 80:20 provides excellent shoot density, recovery, winter colour
and tolerance to close mowing for construction and renovation of golf
greens, bowling greens, putting greens, collars and surrounds and croquet
lawns.
WHAT CLASSIC 80:20 OFFERS
-- Excellent adaptability to different management regimes
--High shoot density
--Superior combined disease tolerance

ALL BENT
TOP PERFORMING GREENS RENOVATION MIXTURE

50% Heriot - Browntop bent
10% BarKing - Browntop bent
40% Manor - Browntop bent

ALL BENT provides excellent performance during both summer and winter
for the construction, renovation and species exchange for golf and bowling
greens.
WHAT ALL BENT OFFERS:
Superior shoot density and disease tolerance - Fine-leafed for the species -
Excellent year round performance for a 100 percent bentgrass mixture - Gives
superb summer colour and excellent winter colour for golf greens -     Able to
be close mown down to 3mm

EXTREME
TOP PERFORMING FINE-LEAVED RYEGRASS MIXTURE

40% Barchristalla - Perennial Ryegrass
35% Barsignum - Perennial Ryegrass
25% Eventus - Perennial Ryegrass

EXTREME is THE performing perennial ryegrass which helps golf clubs
extend their playing season, thanks to its rapid establishment and hard wearing
characteristics.
EXTREME is ideal for construction and renovation of heavy wear golf greens,
surrounds and driving ranges.
It can also be used for divoting, renovation and species exchange on fairways
and tees.



GOLF

FAIRWAY
DEDICATED 100% FESCUE FAIRWAY MIXTURE

35% Sergei - Strong creeping red fescue
30% Barcrown - Slender creeping red fescue
20% Hardtop - Hard fescue
15% Bargreen II - Chewings fescue

Dedicated 100% fescue blend for fairways and other areas of the golf
course.
Contains four fine fescue species, delivering a premium mixture designed
for overseeding, divoting and constructing free-draining turf areas on the
golf course.
HOW FAIRWAY WORKS
Hardtop hard fescue offers superior performance under stress of drought,
heat, cold and low nutrition
Barcrown's Red Thread tolerance (ranked #1 all red fescue cultivars) an
important factor in fairways under low nutrition
The red fescue cultivars are all consistent performers, and ranked highly in
the BSPB Turfgrass Seed 2018

RPR GOLF
FINE-LEAVED RYEGRASS BLEND WITH ENHANCED
RECOVERY

35% Eurocordus - Perennial ryegrass
35% Barlibro - RPR Perennial Ryegrass
30% Barsignum - Perennial ryegrass

Perennial ryegrass with Barenbrug-bred RPR technology for faster
recovery after intensive golf wear.
RPR stands for Regenerating Perennial Ryegrass. It is unique Barenbrug-
bred technology that delivers a turf with exceptional wear tolerance, fast
recovery and good aesthetics
Determinate stolons enable the RPR plants to spread into the surrounding
area, for instance to repair gaps in the sward caused by wear damage. RPR
will also help accelerate divot recovery and fill in gaps between overseeding
lines

MEDAL
60:40 RYEGRASS:FESCUE BLEND

40% Barpearl - Slender creeping red fescue
30% Barolympic - Perennial ryegrass
30% Barsignum - Perennial ryegrass

MEDAL offers superior wear tolerance and establishment combined with very
fine appearance.
Suitable for construction, renovation and divotting of very heavy wear golf
greens, surrounds, tees, fairways (especially landing zones) and semi-roughs.
MEDAL is a high sward density and superior tensile strength mixture that
offers improved drought tolerance for summer sports.

ULTRAFINE
ULTRAFINE PERENNIAL RYEGRASS BLEND FOR UNRIVALLED
TOLERANCE OF CLOSE MOWING AND WEAR.

65% Barolympic - Perennial ryegrass
35% Eventus - Perennial ryegrass

HOW ULTRAFINE WORKS
Barolympic is ranked #1 with a score of 8.6 in Table G4, a full point clear of
its nearest rival in G4! In addition to its outstanding mean scores,
Barolympic is ranked #1 for pale colour and #2 for fineness of leaf in Tables
L1 and G4. This makes it exceptionally easy to blend in with other grass
species, such as red fescue or annual meadowgrass
 Eventus is ranked #2 and #3 for fineness of leaf in Tables S1 and L1 and
shows very fast recovery and growth rates. This enables quick germination,
establishment and mid-season repair in areas of high traffic



RPR STADIUM
NO OTHER GRASS SEED MIXTURE OFFERS GROUNDS
MANAGERS THIS LEVEL OF RESEARCH

30% Barorlando - Perennial ryegrass
40% Barchristalla - Perennial ryegrass
30% Barlibro - RPR Perennial ryegrass

QUALITY CULTIVARS, DELIVERING RESULTS
--New and improved RPR cultivar Barlibro offers a more aggressive
spreading growth habit with increased stolon numbers and speed
of production in UK tests compared to previous RPR variety
Barcristalla and Barorlando offer a combination of performance (wear
tolerance) and genetic colour that is unparalleled amongst their rivals. They
are ranked #6 and #7, respectively, for performance in Turfgrass Seed 2017
and #1 and #2 for dark colour among the top 50 performance varieties
Barlibro is ranked in the top 15 for winter sports on the official French List,
which encompasses 12 different testing sites across six European countries
including the UK
Barorlando and Barlibro have proven Drechslera leaf spot tolerance in the
French List (leaf spot is not assessed in the UK testing system for Turfgrass
Seed)

SEVEN SPORT
OUR MOST POPULAR MIXTURE!

100% PERENNIAL RYEGRASS AT ITS BEST

45% Barcristalla - Perennial ryegrass
30% Eurocordus - Perennial ryegrass
15% Barlicum - Perennial Ryegrass
10% Barorlando - Perennial ryegrass

An outstanding mix to be used for renovating and repairing football, rugby,
lacrosse, Gaelic football and sports fields.
What SEVEN SPORT offers
Excellent wear tolerance - Fast recovery after wear - Rapid establishment -
Superior tolerance to leaf spot - Superb colour and cleanness of cut

SOS
FAST GRASS GROWTH AT LOW TEMPERATURES

50% Bardorado - Perennial ryegrass
50% Barterra - Annual ryegrass

Superfast winter grass seed - The ultimate patching repair kit in cool
temperatures.
HOW SOS WORKS
Barterra is the latest generation Barenbrug-bred amenity annual ryegrass
that will germinate at temperatures as low as 3.5°C, making it the ideal tool
to maintain grass cover throughout the winter
Bardorado provides longevity to the blend with excellent performance
characteristics, wear tolerance and disease resistance
Barenbrug research shows that amenity annual ryegrasses germinate more
quickly and at lower temperatures than perennial ryegrass, including
tetraploid varieties

E7
A COST EFFECTIVE OPTION WHEN BUDGETS GET TIGHT

40% Flamenco - Perennial ryegrass
30% Ragtime - Perennial ryegrass
30% Fandango - Perennial ryegrass

Designed for establishing and renovating sports turf surfaces. Includes
perennial ryegrass tested by the STRI for us on winter and summer sports turf
surfaces.

FOOTBALL & RUGBY



RPR STADIUM DELIVERS ON FOUR KEY TRAITS
Ultimate wear tolerance
Extensively trialled under intense wear pressure at our Cropvale
research station in the UK. Objective data recording over two
years conclusively proves the blend’s performance regarding
wear tolerance.
Camera-friendly colour
The innovative new mixture delivers darker, camera friendly
colour far superior to any other premium mixture on the market.
Disease tolerance
Drechslera leaf spot is the biggest disease issue in the UK
stadium environment. RPR STADIUM offers superior tolerance
compared  competitors’ mixtures.
Fast recovery
Regenerating Perennial Ryegrass (RPR) breeding is focused
predominantly on recovery or “regeneration” during wear
pressure. RPRs possess an unparalleled capacity to recover in
that they can produce determinate stolons and entirely new
plants to counteract the effect of intense wear or other turf
damage.

SEVEN SPORT is a blend of four hard-wearing perennial
ryegrasses    for the renovation and construction of winter
sports pitches.
The mixture is formulated primarily on performance in the
BSPB Turfgrass Seed 2018; specifically, Table S1 under
sports wear simulation.
All four cultivars are ranked in the top-15 of this table, and
the blend has an outstanding mean score of 7.76.
Barcristalla and Barorlando (55% of the mix) are ranked #1
and #2, respectively, in the top-60 varieties for mean colour,
which means that SEVEN SPORT outperforms competi-
tors’ blends with this regard. Figure 1 illustrates this point.
The two yellow dots are Barcristalla and Barorlando; both
exhibit an excellent combination of colour and performance.
Three of the four cultivars in the blend are Barenbrug-bred,
which allows you to dig a little deeper into aspects such as
disease tolerance and performance at other research sites,
including Cropvale in Worcestershire. Barcristalla and
Barorlando, for example, offer exceptional Drechslera leaf
spot tolerance whilst Barlicum exhibits very strong early spring growth.

RPR STADIUM DELIVERS AT
CRAMLINGTON LEARNING VILLAGE

SEVEN SPORT PRODUCES
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AT

ROYAL GRAMMAR SCHOOL



EXTREME
THE BEST PERENNIAL RYEGRASS MIXTURE FOR SUMMER
SPORTS

40% Barchristalla - Perennial Ryegrass
35% Barsignum - Perennial Ryegrass
25% Eventus - Perennial Ryegrass

EXTREME provides an unparalleled combination of wear tolerance and
fine-leaved aesthetics for close-mown summer sports turf.
Excellent shoot recovery for hard-working squares with limited rotation,
combined with fast establishment for mid and end of season renovation.
What EXTREME offers

● Fast establishment in cool soil temperature conditions to help with
renovation, both post- and pre-season

● High shoot density to prevent weed ingress
● High root density to minimise breaking and cracking
● Tolerance of close mowing to cope with significant height reduction
● Cleanness of cut and no crowning, which is essential for safe and

consistent play
● Fast recovery after stress to save time and energy during the season

Stuart Kerrison Head Groundsman with 27 years experience at Essex County Cricket says “I like the fast germination/establishment rate, the resilience to wear and the look it gives to the
pitches and square. Germination seems to be better than other grass mixes, certainly on our grounds and the fact it establishes quickly is a massive plus for us.”

MEDAL
SUPERB MIXTURE THAT IMPROVES DROUGHT TOLERANCE

40% Barpearl - Slender creeping red fescue
30% Barolympic - Perennial ryegrass
30% Barsignum - Perennial ryegrass

MEDAL is a high sward density and superior tensile strength mixture that
offers improved drought tolerance for summer sports.
What MEDAL offers

●   Excellent wear tolerance and recovery
●   Superb sward density and cleanness of cut with close mowing
●   Fast establishment with superior tensile strength
●   Combined wear tolerance with superior drought tolerance for cricket

outfields
●   Very high shoot density

FAIRWAY RYE
A MUST WHEN OVERSEEDING CRICKET OUTFIELDS

35% Sergei - Strong creeping red fescue
30% Barcristalla - Perennial ryegrass
15% Barpearl - Slender creeping red fescue
15% Barswing - Chewings fescue
5% Highland - Browntop bent

FAIRWAY RYE combines fast establishment with excellent wear tolerance
and recovery with a fine appearance and excellent cleanness of cut.
Use on outfields subject to intense drought pressure.
WHAT FAIRWAY RYE OFFERS

●     Balanced medium-fine turf blend
●     Fast establishment combined with good wear tolerance
●     Good density at the base of the sward
●     Excellent recovery
●     Good drought tolerance

CRICKET



 RPR SPRINT
FAST, HEALTHY AND STRONG

A TRUE THOROUGHBRED OF THE RACING WORLD

30% Barclay II - Perennial ryegrass
30% Barillion - Perennial ryegrass
20% Copeland - Intermediate Perennial
Ryegrass (DIP)
20% Bareuro - Perennial ryegrass

100% hard-wearing perennial ryegrass seed mixture specifically
formulated for the unique demands of racecourses.
Delivers fast establishment, strong and robust growth and superior recovery
from wear for renovating or divoting turf on a racecourse.
RPR SPRINT is designed to be maintained at 60mm+ height of cut, which
allows broader-leafed and faster growing varieties to be utilised in
comparison to other sport turf areas.:
HOW RPR SPRINT WORKS
Copeland is actually a forage perennial, but one with excellent sward
density, leaf spot tolerance and persistency
Barillion and Bareuro have superior wear tolerance properties and excellent
recovery at higher heights of cut
Barclay II is a Regenerating Perennial Ryegrass (RPR) that produces stolons
as it establishes and grows
The lateral growth habit results in fast establishment between seeding lines,
unparalleled capacity for recovery from wear, and additional traction
strength in the sward

EXTREME
PERFECT FOR WINNERS ENCLOSURES AND PARADE RINGS

40% Barcristalla - Perennial ryegrass
35% Barsignum - Perennial ryegrass
25% Eventus - Perennial ryegrass

EXTREME offers superior of leaf, high shoot density and cleanness of cut,
making it ideal for winners enclosures and lawns.
What EXTREME offers

●   Excellent wear tolerance and recovery
●   Superb sward density and cleanness of cut with close mowing
●   Fast establishment with superior tensile strength
●   Excellent colour

SOS
FAST GRASS GROWTH AT LOW TEMPERATURES

50% Bardorado - Perennial ryegrass
50% Barterra - Annual ryegrass

Superfast winter grass seed - The ultimate patching repair kit in cool
temperatures.
HOW SOS WORKS
Barterra is the latest generation Barenbrug-bred amenity annual ryegrass
that will germinate at temperatures as low as 3.5°C, making it the ideal tool
to maintain grass cover throughout the winter
Bardorado provides longevity to the blend with excellent performance
characteristics, wear tolerance and disease resistance
Barenbrug research shows that amenity annual ryegrasses germinate more
quickly and at lower temperatures than perennial ryegrass, including
tetraploid varieties

HORSE RACING



WILDFLOWER SEED

Over the last five decades the number of  traditional wildflower meadows has sadly declined,
which has resulted in a noted decrease of  British Insects.

In order for pollination to take place, we need the perfect flowers to attract those all-important bees
 so they can ensure the plants become fertilised and produce seeds and fruit.

Our extensive portfolio of  Wildflower mixes includes mixtures to suit most environments.

WILDFLOWERS
ADVICE

GRASS EXPERTS SINCE 1904

www.barenbrug.co.uk

Call us today
For our WILDFLOWER ADVICE LEAFLET

01207 505837



FERTILISER
&

FERTILISER SPREADERS

“Often copied, never equalled.”



“My pitch has never looked better nor played
better. ProloNg fertiliser is a major part of my

regime, the results speak for themselves. I
would certainly recommend it!”

PETER HENDERSON - BLYTH
SPARTANS FC

ProloNg Technology

Researchers estimate that 50% of Nitrogen applied is lost to the environment!
ProloNgTM MANAGES NITROGEN MAKING IT MORE

AVAILABLE TO THE PLANT

ProloNgTM shields ammonium and urea which means:
NO LEACHING, NO FLUSHES OF GROWTH

and
NO LOSS of  NITROGEN TO THE ATMOSPHERE

Many times over, our customers have reported healthier swards of
better colour; this is because when nitrogen is applied, at whatever
time of year, with  ProloNg™ technology the plant will only assimilate its
nitrogen requirements as ammonium. The plant therefore has enough,
but not too much nitrogen and is stronger, sturdier , healthier, less
susceptible to damage (physical or disease pressure) and of improved
appearance.

Royal Grammar School

Chester le Street
Cricket Club Outfield

Newcastle Falcons RUFC
Training Pitches

ProloNgTM Technology = Nitrogen Efficiency



BioActive ProloNg™ mini 16 - 2 - 10 + 2% MgO + 3% CaO + 6% SO₃
Greens & Tees 64% of Nitrogen (N) as Ammonium with ProloNg™ technology

36% of Nitrogen (N) as Urea with ProloNg™ technology
100% of Potash from Potassium Sulphate

*Potential longevity: spring/summer application, 2-3 months
autumn/winter application, 5-6 months

BioActive ProloNg™ mini 12 - 0 - 15 + 3% MgO + 4% CaO + 6% SO₃ + 1% Fe
Greens & Tees 75% of Nitrogen (N) as Ammonium with ProloNg™ technology

25% of Nitrogen (N) as Urea with ProloNg™ technology
100% of Potash from Potassium Sulphate

*Potential longevity: spring/summer application, 8-10 weeks
autumn/winter application, 4-5 months

ProloNg™ mini 14 - 1 - 7 + 3% MgO + 2% Fe + 4% CaO
Tees & Approaches 90% of Nitrogen (N) as Ammonium with ProloNg™ technology

10% of Nitrogen (N) as Urea with ProloNg™ technology
100% of Potash from Muriate of Potash

*Potential longevity: spring/summer application, 2-3 months
autumn/winter application, 5-6 months

ProloNg™ mini 18 - 3 - 18
Fairways & pitches 40% of Nitrogen (N) as Ammonium with ProloNg™ technology

60% of Nitrogen (N) as Urea with ProloNg™ technology
100% of Potash from Muriate of Potash

*Potential longevity: spring/summer application, 3-4 months
autumn/winter application, 6-8 months

ProloNg™ mini 24 - 3 - 7
Spring/Summer Fairway 44% of Nitrogen (N) as Ammonium with ProloNg™ technology
Sports Pitches 56% of Nitrogen (N) as Urea with ProloNg™ technology

100% of Potash from Muriate of Potash
*Potential longevity: spring/summer application, 3-4 months

autumn/winter application, 5-7 months

ProloNg™ mini
Nitrogen efficiency

ProloNg™ technology in our high quality, homogenous, mini
granular fertiliser range, specifically formulated for
high quality fine turf. The ProloNg™ mini fertilisers offer:

�� Low salt formulations (BioActive)
�� Especially formulated to encourage and

maintain healthy root zones, looking after
the biota

�� 100% of Nitrogen is treated with ProloNg™
technology

�� Safe to use throughout the year

*Longevities quoted are based on recommended application rates &
are purely a guide, as plant variety, plant density and environmental
conditions, as well as timing of application will dictate plant Nitrogen
use and therefore the speed in which applied Nitrogen is utilised.



BioActive ProloNg™
Grow-In

*Potential Longevity:

  20 - 4 - 20 + 1.5% MgO + 3% CaO + 8% SO3 + seaweed
   93% of Nitrogen as urea with ProloNg™ technology & 7% of N as ammoniacal
   52% of Potassium from Sulphate of Potash – reduced salt formulation

   Spring/Summer, 2-3 months or autumn/winter, 5-6 months

BioActive ProloNg™
S/S High N

*Potential Longevity:

  28 - 3 - 15 + 1% MgO + 5% SO3

   98% of Nitrogen as urea with ProloNg™ technology & 2% of N as ammoniacal
   52% of Potassium from Sulphate of Potash – reduced salt formulation

   Spring/Summer, 4-5 months

BioActive ProloNg™
Balanced N:K

*Potential Longevity:

  22 - 0 - 22 + 1% MgO + 10% SO3 + 0.5%Mn
   100% of Nitrogen as urea with ProloNg™ technology
   57% of Potassium from Sulphate of Potash – reduced salt formulation

   Spring/Summer, 2-3 months or autumn/winter, 5-6 months

BioActive ProloNg™
High K

*Potential Longevity:

 15 - 0 - 25 + 3% MgO + 1.5% CaO + 10% SO3 + 0.5% Mn +  seaweed
   100% of Nitrogen as urea with ProloNg™ technology
   57% of Potassium from Sulphate of Potash – reduced salt formulation

   Spring/Summer, 6-10 weeks months or Autumn/Winter, 5-6 months

BioActive ProloNg™
Autumn High K
*Potential Longevity:

 10 - 0 - 30 + 2% MgO + 4% CaO + 10% SO3 + 0.7% Mn +  seaweed
   100% of Nitrogen as urea with ProloNg™ technology
   52% of Potassium from Sulphate of Potash – reduced salt formulation

   Autumn/Winter, 5-6 months

BioActive ProloNg™
Nitrogen efficiency

●Blended 2-4mm granules

●Improved nutrient distribution

●Faster granule breakdown

●Ideal for fairways, outfields & sports pitches

●Low & reduced salt formulations for healthy root
zones

*Longevities quoted are based on recommended application rates &
are purely a guide, as plant variety, plant density and environmental
conditions, as well as timing of application will dictate plant Nitrogen
use and therefore the speed in which applied Nitrogen is utilised.



Available in both mini (1 - 1.25mm) and micro (0.5 - 1.5mm) granules, Turf Rise has been specifically formulated
to supply all the required nutrients throughout the growing season.
All products in this range are 100% homogenous, meaning that all nutrients are in each granule thus ensuring
excellent results.
The range not only contains an ideal balance of N, P,&K but also Mg, Fe, Ca and seaweed are incorporated into
the granules to offer added benefits.

● Seaweed included to improve root zone and plant health
● Homogenous granules for even nutrient distribution
● Perfectly balanced major and secondary nutrients
● Outstanding results in both quality and consistency

Spring Rise 10 - 4 - 4 + 4% MgO + 3% Fe + 8% CaO +
Seaweed
2.25% Nitric Nitrogen for a kick start to growth in the spring,

7.75% Ammoniacal Nitrogen

Summer Rise 8 - 0 - 4 + 2% MgO + 8% CaO + Seaweed
Ammoniacal Nitrogen

Autumn Rise 3 - 0 - 22 + 4% MgO + 3% Fe + 6% CaO +
Seaweed

High Potassium to prepare all grasses for winter hardiness

Feed, Weed & Mosskiller
A combined weedkiller, mosskiller & fertiliser
in easy to spread granules containing:
0.562% w/w 2,4-D, 0.562% w/w Mecoprop-P
and 19.14% anhydrous Ferrous Sulphate

8 - 2 - 4 + 2.5% MgO + 7% Fe + 6% CaO +
Seaweed
When to apply:    Spring to late summer; maximum 3 applications per year

Apply when grass is actively growing and soil is moist. Water in within 3
days if there has been no rain.

“The best Feed, Weed and Moss Killer on the market”

Turf Rise Fertilisers
●Outstanding quality and consistency

●Proven products over a number of years

●Faster granule breakdown

●Ideal for fairways, outfields & sports pitches

●Low & reduced salt formulations for healthy root
zones

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk



Granular Fertilisers
●Outstanding quality and consistency

●Mini (1 - 1.25mm) or Micro (0.5 - 1.5mm)granules
for superb results every time

●Faster granule breakdown

●Homogenous granules for even nutrient
distribution

The Turf Care Range has been specially formulated by Angus Horticulture to give adequate nutrition to all
fine turf throughout the growing season.
The products in this range are a balanced complex of granules, manufactured for ease of application, keeping
plant scorch to a minimum. The product spreads evenly on exposed areas, whilst monthly applications will
help reduce plant stress, with the iron ensuring a rich green colour, and the magnesium along with
potassium ensuring good cell structure within the plant, allowing maximum chlorophyll production.
All products in this range are 100% homogenous, meaning that all nutrients are in each granule thus
ensuring excellent results.

Spring & Summer 12 - 0 - 9 + 2% MgO + 2% Fe
    100% of N as ammoniacal

N, P + High K + Fe 6 - 5 - 10 + 6% Fe
   100% of N as ammoniacal

High N, Summer 14 - 0 - 7 + 3% MgO + 2% Fe
   12.62% ammoniacal N & 1.38% Ureic N

High K + Fe 4 - 0 - 8 + 4% Fe
  100% of N as ammoniacal

High K + Mg 0 - 0 - 30 + 6% MgO + 12% SO₃
 50% of Potassium (K) from MOP & 50% Potassium (K) from SOP

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk



Granular Fertilisers
● Easy to use

● Dependable and consistent performance

● Uniform, homogenous compound granules for

even distribution

● Dust-free products for ease of use

Our comprehensive range of 2-4mm granular fertilisers are manufactured to a very high standard and are
suitable for use on fairways, outfields and sports pitches.

All products in this range are 100% homogenous, meaning that all nutrients are in each granule thus
ensuring excellent results. Our wide range of formulations mean there is a product for every situation.

Pre-Seeder 6 - 9 - 6
Nutrients applied per m²: 3g N – 4.5g P₂O₅ - 3g K₂O

Spring & Summer 9-7-7
Nutrients applied per m²:      4.5g N – 3.5g P₂O₅ - 3.5g K₂O

Fairway High N 12 - 6 - 6
Nutrients applied per m² 6g N – 3g P₂O₅ - 3g K₂O

Autumn Choice 3 - 12 - 12
Nutrients applied per m² 1.5g N – 6g P₂O₅ - 6g K₂O

High N + P:K 21 - 8 - 11
Nutrients applied per m²: 7.35g N – 2.8g P₂O₅ - 3.85g K₂O

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk

“Often copied, never equalled.”



Lawn Sands
● Spread more easily
● Are less moist
● Contain more Fe than most of our competitors
● Lower application rates than many of our

competitors
● More economical to use
● Less handling
● More effective than others

Lawn sand is the old, tried and trusted remedy for moss. It can also be used to harden grass off against
disease and acts as a turf tonic offering a rapid green up to turf! Iron sulphate also helps to reduce the
pH level of soil which in turn encourages finer grass species and helps deter worms from casting. Lawn
sand acts as a carrier for the active ingredients iron & ammonium, thus facilitating even application.

Our Lawn Sands are the finest on the market. Using specially graded and dried sand we blend in the
Nitrogen (N) and Iron (Fe) using high quality products from the UK and Europe.

Lawn Sand High N 3 - 0 - 0 + 7Fe
Rate of Application:                      60g/m²

NB: Some of our competitors say their lawn sand contains 7% Fe, however some of
these have been found to contain 7% Ferrous Sulphate, which is equal to approx.
1.4% Fe – you have been warned!

Lawn Sand
(Standard)

 3 - 0 - 0 + 3Fe
Rate of Application: 120g/m²

Turf Tonic 3 - 0 - 3 + 3Fe + 6So₃
Rate of Application: 60g/m²

Turf Tonic + K 8 - 0 - 6 + 1MgO + 1Fe
Rate of Application: 60g/m²

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk

“Often copied, never equalled.”



Fertilisers Spreaders
Designed for the efficient, cost effective and accurate

application of granular and powder fertilisers, and other dry

treatments to sports pitches and managed amenity turf.  All

feature durable, moulded plastic hoppers, corrosion resistant

frames, pneumatic grass tyres, heavy duty gearboxes and

positive, easy to operate controls.

BS 31505

Rotary Spreader

A professional model for accurate application to large areas and regular use.
This spreader is fantastic value for money and will be suitable for use on a
regular basis.

    Square hopper with removable grid, flow control with metal rods

    Heavy duty frame and tyres, fully enclosed gears

    Capacity: 20kg seed / 50kg fertiliser

    Spreading pattern: 2 - 3 metres

Supaturf SSR 100     45kg capacity

    Powder coated solid steel frame

    Suitable for all types of dry fertilisers

    Can also be used to spread processed salt and Vitax Ice Free

    Coverage: 2.4 – 3.7 m

Supaturf SSR 50     25kg capacity

    Ideal choice for smaller areas of managed turf and lawns

    Powder coated solid steel frame

    Suitable for all types of dry fertilisers

    Can also be used to spread processed salt and Vitax Ice Free

    Coverage: 2.4 – 3.7 m



Liquid Fertilisers
Standard NPK
Our range of Turf Care Liquid Standard NPK fertilisers
has the perfect formulation product for every season.

Each product contains conventional release nitrogen,
for use where a faster response is required.
All our liquids are  are manufactured using high quality
raw materials and are suitable for tank-mixing with
other liquid and soluble fertilisers to provide flexibility
of nutrient input.

TURFCARE 606

A UNIQUE ORGANIC FERTILISER WITH A 6 - 0 - 6 ANALYSIS  IS A
COMPLEXED FORMULATION OF TRACE ELEMENTS, PLANT SUGARS,
AMINO ACIDS PLUS A HEALTHY 5% SEAWEED CONCENTRATE

Application Rate:
 40ltrs  per hectare

15 - 0 - 6 +Fe + Mg + SEAWEED
A low cost, fast acting fertiliser for all sports and fine turf with added iron
and seaweed to give an enhanced colour prior to any important occasion.

Application Rate:
 50 - 100ltrs
per hectare

15 – 0 – 15
Ureic Nitrogen for foliar uptake and after hydrolysis readily available in
the root zone too. Chloride free potassium

Application Rate:
25 - 75ltrs

per hectare

24 – 0 – 0 HIGH N
Ureic Nitrogen for foliar uptake and after hydrolysis readily available in the
root zone too.

Application Rate:
25 - 75ltrs

per hectare

12 – 0 – 4.5 HIGH N plus Seaweed & Humates
10.75% Ureic Nitrogen (N) for foliar uptake and after hydrolysis readily
available in the root zone. 1.25% Nitrate Nitrogen (N) for immediate
uptake. Chloride free potassium

Application Rate:
25 - 75ltrs

per hectare

12 - 0 - 20 + 2Mg STRESS BUSTER
An unique liquid fertiliser using cutting edge technology giving the right
amount of nutrient at the right time in a direct and effective way.

Application Rate:
 50 - 100ltrs
per hectare

5 - 0 - 20 + Fe + Mg
An excellent autumn/winter fertiliser high in potash to harden turf,
improve frost and disease resistance and replace nutrients lost during late
season growth.

Application Rate:
25 - 75ltrs

per hectare

LIQUID LAWN SAND 2 - 0 - 0 + 5Fe
An excellent SPRING STARTER or MOSS CONTROL. High in IRON to harden
turf, improve frost, disease resistance, provide excellent colour and
control moss.

Application Rate:
 40ltrs  per hectare

Available in 20 and 200 litre drums or 1000 litre  IBC’s



606
606 is an Organic liquid fertiliser with a macro nutrient analysis of 6:0:6.

It is a complexed formulation of plant extracts which provide the grass plant with a natural source of nutrients, trace elements, plant sugars and Amino Acids.
606 is further supplemented with a healthy 5% of seaweed concentrate, the seaweed source is of the Ascophyllum species.

Based on organic ingredients with low economical rates of use, a turf tonic to correct plant deficiencies for healthy leaf and shoot growth.
Tank mixable with a wide range of fertilisers and wetting agents, a natural food supply to boost beneficial bacterial activity within the rootzone.

606 is an ideal spring and summer ORGANIC fertiliser which will achieve green up without excessive amounts of Iron.
Regular sprays will assist in supplying carbohydrates to the grass plant; also useful for soil health

Available in 20 and 200 litre drums or 1000 litre  IBC’s

606

� BASED ON ORGANIC INGREDIENTS
� 6 - 0 - 6 ANALYSIS
IRON FREE GREEN-UP

� PROMOTES ROOT AND SHOOT DEVELOPMENT
� LOW APPLICATION RATES (40 LTRS/HA)
� HELPS CORRECT PLANT DEFICIENCIES
� A NATURAL FOOD SUPPLY TO BOOST
      BENEFICIAL BACTERIA ACTIVITY

606



Liquid Fertilisers
Turf Rise SRN

Slow Release Nitrogen (SRN) Fertiliser in
Liquid Formulation
A highly efficient slow release nitrogen fertiliser,
suitable for application on all fine turf and sports fields.
Turf Rise SRN liquid fertilisers offer a range of
formulations with 60% of the nitrogen (N) in each
product being slow release (MU).

Available in 20 and 200 litre drums or 1000 litre  IBC’s

Turf Rise SRN liquid fertilisers provide genuinely slow release nitrogen for worry-free foliar application
and long lasting root zone treatment. Key features and benefits of these outstanding products are:

� high quality liquids with near neutral pH and non-hazardous
� promotes vigorous rooting and dense swards
� easily applied via overhead irrigation or in low volume sprays with no scorching or burning of

sensitive leaf tissues
� provides 8-12 weeks gradual release of nitrogen following application without unwanted

flushes of grass growth
� gives improvements in both leaf and root size - treated plants ‘green-

up’ fast and maintain an attractive appearance for weeks afterwards
� resists leaching in soil and loss of nitrogen through volatilisation and is rapidly absorbed by

treated leaves and roots
� assists in maintaining green leaf area in drought stressed plants and can help improve the

uptake of other nutrients or foliar spray products
� has tank mixing capability (avoid mixing with acidic products), always bucket test first
� low salt formulations to protect roots and root zone environment
� discourages thatch development
� source of carbon to help and increase populations of beneficial microbes in the root zone/soil

28 - 0 - 0 Application Rate:
25 - 75ltrs

per hectare

18 - 3 - 6 +Te Application Rate:
25 - 75ltrs

per hectare

15 - 0 - 10 + Fe Application Rate:
25 - 75ltrs

per hectare

12 - 0 - 15 + Te Application Rate:
25 - 75ltrs

per hectare



SOIL CONDITIONERS
   &

ROOT DEVELOPERS



Soil Conditioners
PURITY is a special all new organic soil
conditioner made from plant extract which is
designed to purify the soil before the onset of spring
growth and autumn/winter shut down.

Available in 20 and 200 litre drums or 1000 litre  IBC’s

SOMETIMES A PRODUCT COMES ALONG YOU
SIMPLY CAN’T DO WITHOUT

PURITY is a special all new organic soil conditioner made from plant extract which is
designed to purify the soil before the onset of spring growth and autumn/winter shut down.

● Promotes the establishment of Fescues, Bents and Rye grasses.
● Improves root mass and increases nutrient uptake.
● Increases plant tolerance to stress conditions.
● Encourages faster growth and establishment of new grass seedlings.
● Increase resistance to and speedier recovery from disease.
● Maintains plant count entering into a dormant period.
● Acts as a biostimulant, which will enhance microbial activity.

“PURITY soil conditioner was applied on the green surrounds at Fulford
Heath GC @ 30g/m2 with a normal spinning disc spreader. It rained an
hour later washing the product in, the following morning the product had
achieved some extraordinary results!

PURITY is a multi-purpose soil conditioner which I would recommend
to anybody wanting to improve their turf . The product did exactly what I
wanted it to.” Kim Blake, Course Manager, Fulford Heath Golf Club.



Bio Stimulants
Using Biostimulants as part of a planned programme for
grass management enables sports turf managers to
improve sward quality, plant health, playing surface and
establishment of newly seeded areas.

While not advocating the complete suspension of
chemical nutrients we do believe, and indeed have
proved, that it is possible to reduce significantly
chemical inputs and in particular fungicides are
frequently not required at all.

Bio Active MolTurf®
Concentrated Carbohydrates - Faster playing surfaces, increased stress resistance & recovery
Bio Active MolTurf® is our award winning liquid carbohydrate. Bio Active MolTurf® contains naturally sourced
carbohydrates and trace elements that energise the turf grass plant metabolism and stimulates microbial activity around
the root and leaves. Bio Active MolTurf® is a natural carbon balancer that increases the efficiency of nitrogen utilisation
allowing less nitrogen to be applied. Bio Active MolTurf® provides a quickly available carbon food source for microbes
that live around turf grass roots, thus helping to reduce fungicide and fertiliser applications. Use on all turf grass surfaces
and root zones for faster playing surfaces.

Application guidelines: 20 - 30 litres/ha when used on its own in 500 - 600 litres of water. Available in 10 litre
containers

Bio Active Seaweed  30% solids
This concentrated liquid seaweed extract derived from Ascophyllum nodosum without the use of chemicals is an industry
leader. A great source of plant nutrients and organic carbon, Angus Bio Active Seaweed promotes strong & vigorous
growth, excellent root development as well as increasing the plants ability to withstand pressure from disease and
environmental stresses.
Application rates: 3 - 5 litres / ha in 300 - 500 litres of water. Available in 10 litre containers

BioActive Maxim™ is a high concentration liquid humic and fulvic acids. Increases CEC of sand root zones and improves
fertiliser longevity.

BioActive Maxim™ is made from naturally occurring organic substances that come from a mix of microbial action on plants
and ancient deposits of plant origin. BioActive Maxim™ is a plant stimulant and soil amendment and should always be
used as part of a standard fertility program to improve nutrient retention in the root zone and utilisation by
plants. BioActive Maxim™ is an easy spray formulation and is a simple and effective way of improving root zones
by detoxifying pesticide and heavy metal residues.
Application rates: 20 - 40 litres/ha in 200 - 400 litres of water. Available in 10 litre containers

BioActive Express™ Efficient phosphorus with plant extracts: 4-25-9 w/w, Enhances establishment of new turf grass
surfaces from seed

BioActive Express™ is a unique bio-stimulant for use in all turf grass surfaces to maximise early plant growth, particularly
in new golf course and sports pitch constructions. By encouraging stronger root systems and more effective symbiotic
relationships with soil biology the plant’s nutrient gathering abilities are enhanced. As a result plants make more effective
and economic use of all available and locked up resources reducing dependence on applied fertilisers. In addition, BioActive
Express™ will enhance the plant’s own defence mechanisms by enabling the plant to produce phytoalexins more effectively,
complementing and improving disease control programmes.

Application rates: 2 litres/ha on new turf grass seedlings, 4 litres/ha on mature turf grass surfaces, Mix with 200 - 400 litres
of water per hectare. Available in 10 litre containers



Green On Granules 2 - 0 - 10 + 8.75%Fe
Green On Granules are formulated from a very pure form of iron pyrites to give maximum effect when
dissolved in rain water, with 4 to 5 months longevity and fantastic winter colour.

Application rates:   35g/m2                                    Apply throughout the year on all fine turf areas

Green On Liquid 5 - 0 - 12 + 8.75%Fe
A versatile, formulation of sulphur free complexed iron that gives an extended and rapid green-up, . The unique
complex regulates the release of iron over a longer period (up to 6 weeks) to give a sustained colour without
the blackening that some irons can cause.
Green On Liquid is especially effective in cold weather when grass growth is slow and also hardens the turf to
reduce the risk of disease. BENEFITS: •Potassium and iron combination for maximum hardening to discourage
fusarium patch disease •Rapid action (usually within 24hrs) - •Excellent longevity (up to 6 weeks) - •Very effective
in cold weather when turfgrass growth is slow - •Helps to correct any potassium and iron deficiencies -
•Surfactant iron formulation for dew dispersal and leaf hardening to discourage fusarium patch disease - •Safe
to operator - no hazard rating for COSHH assessment

Application rates:   20 litres / ha in 300 - 500 litres of water      Apply throughout the year on all fine turf areas

Ferrocarb
A blend of carbohydrate extracts, amino acids, and iron in a true solution formulation. Ferrocarb contains our
unique blend of carbohydrates, amino acids and proteins for more effective penetration into the turfgrass
plant and utilisation in making chlorophyll molecules, and enhanced rooting and plant health. Ferrocarb can be
used for moss control and aesthetic greening up. Ferrocarb does not scorch turfgrass leaves nor does it harm
soil microbes when used at recommended rates. Ferrocarb is ecologically safe and an effective green-up
formulation for turfgrass surfaces.

Application rates: 20 - 40 litres / ha in 300 - 500 litres of water Apply throughout the year

Fairway Iron

6%Fe in a liquid form. Fantastic economical product green up.

Application rates: 20 - 30 litres / ha in 300 - 500 litres of water Apply throughout the year

Iron Products
A unique range of high quality liquid and granular iron
products for use on all sports and non-sports grass
surfaces. Iron (Fe) is an important plant nutrient (trace
element) because it is crucial for chlorophyll production
and therefore enhances leaf colour. All these products
used as part of a full nutrition programme will assist
promotion of strong healthy grass of good colour and
increase stress tolerance within the plant.

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk
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Drainage Solutions
Turfcare Specialists understand pressures on
greenkeepers and groundsmen to provide high
quality playing surfaces all year round. We use
our experience and technical knowledge to
provide our customers with solutions with their
specific needs in mind.

Whatever type of sporting activity, efficient and
effective drainage is essential in maintaining a good
quality playing surface.

Loss of use due to water logging or damage to the
surface can result in cancellation of games,
dissatisfied sportsmen, lost fixtures as well as
potential financial losses.

An efficient drainage system will eliminate most of
the problems, reduce compaction and allow easier
and more effective maintenance.

Improved drainage will result in better soil structure,
a healthier sward and ultimately a better playing
surface.

Our award winning Supertrencher+ is ideal for
installing land drainage pipes and other
underground services such as cables on sports
fields and any other turf areas, especially where
minimum surface damage is demanded.
Our Supertrencher+’s digging wheel, in line with
the centre of the tractor, excavates soil from the
trench and this excavated soil is thrown into a large
aperture at the front of the machine, and then
elevated via two conveyors into a trailer or dumper
running alongside. You are left with a clean trench
which is ready for laying piping or any other
service required. The Supertrencher+’s conveyor
mounting point is hinged so that it can be turned
through 90° to lay alongside the body of the
machine for transport. Moving the conveyor to the
transport position opens up a massive inspection
port should the need arise to look inside the
housing. Conveyor height and depth of trench are
adjusted hydraulically.

Pictures from Hirst Park, Ashington

Project was to carry out a drainage scheme on two
football pitches in the park for Northumberland
County Council

For more information or to arrange a site visit
contact:

PAUL CHARLTON (Operations Director)

07736 058020
MARK CHARLTON (Contracts Director)

07736 058021



Drainage Equipment
Hire

NEW HOLLAND T6 - 140 with flotation tyres and SHELTON 625 SUPERTRENCHER

The T6.140 comes equipped with a 4.5ltr (274 cu in) engine producing 110 horsepower @ 2,200 rpm.

Compared to the average utility tractor which produces 93 horsepower, this model produces 110 hp, 18.3% more, giving it a
slight edge over its competitors when it comes to raw horsepower.

The Shelton 625 Supertrencher can dig up to 630mm depth and 150mm wide trenches. A fully qualified operator and laser
equipment for accuracy and the insurance of a perfect job.

SHELTON 450 SUPERTRENCHER

The Supertrencher 450 is the most compact trencher in our Supertrencher series.

This trencher features hydraulically operated depth control from 200mm to 450mm. The trench
width is adjustable from 50mm to 97mm. The single conveyor folds vertically for transport and
the tractor requirement is as low as 45hp+. It may be smaller but the build quality is in no way
compromised.  The cutters have hard wearing tungsten carbide tips to cope with tough digging
conditions. Perfect for use in either Sand Slitting or Drainage.

3 TONNE FAST FLOW GRAVEL HOPPER

The Shelton 3 Tonne Fast-Flow Hopper ensures fast and clean backfilling of
trenches with gravel or sand, helping to reduce labour costs.

Built mainly in stainless steel, the 3 tonne capacity fast-flow hopper is mounted on a
trailed sub-frame above a smaller secondary hopper that runs in the trench. Two
hydraulic rams raise and lower the hopper into and out of the trench.

The secondary hopper is interchangeable for different trench widths and has 150mm
(6’’) of lateral movement, minimising the risk of damage to the trench sides. Gravel
shut-off is via a hydraulically operated cupping system for jam free operation.

Low ground pressure tyres ensure minimal damage to fine turf. Depth of fill is adjustable.

AFT SAND PLACEMENT HOPPER

Back filling with confidence, 1 tonne capacity

The best tool to fill trenches with rootzone and/or sand. The Sand Unit even fills
trenches from 40mm width with well consolidated sand, even when moist. Suitable for
tractors from 40hp.

The most effective way to quickly and neatly fill the narrowest trenches.

NEW HOLLAND TRACTOR
&

SHELTON 625 TRENCHER



Artificial Surface
Deep Cleaning and
De-compaction
Service

A common misconception is that synthetic turf
requires little maintenance. However regular
attention is vital to maintain optimum playing
performance and durability. Ensuring no loss of
fixtures and a safer playing surface for
participants

Correctly maintaining your artificial turf will ensure
more consistency with regards to the surfaces
playing characteristics as well as its life expectancy.
A synthetic sports pitch deep-clean to the infill is a
vital contribution to achieving the success of this.
A deep-clean to infill of sports surfaces removes
contamination, dirt and mud from the pile of
artificial grass. This process needs to be carried
out to improve drainage and porosity to the
flooring. Indications that your artificial grass pitch
might need a thorough clean include the sand filled
or 3G pitch holding water and puddling leaving the
‘all weather pitch’ facility unusable. It is even
possible in winter and colder months that the water
on the flooring rubber infill synthetic turf could
freeze over leaving the artificial turf sports facility looking like an ice rink and making it unsafe to use.

Regular deep cleaning of a synthetic grass pitch helps to keep the carpet and the infill clear of dirt and
contaminants to ensure a safe playing environment.

A deep clean for an artificial sports surface involves
de-compacting the infill also lifting and opening the
carpets pile and removing some of the contaminated infill
from the surface. The deep cleaning maintenance process
then involves redistributing the synthetics pitch's infill
evenly over the entire artificial sports surface.

A deep-clean allows usage of an all weather sports facility
all year round.

Don’t risk loosing evening and weekend bookings. A
deep-clean will help maintain the pitches quality.

A deep clean will ensure maximum use of an all weather
pitch and a thorough clean will give the surface the best opportunity to be free draining and prevent the
sport surface holding water.VISIT OUR WEB SITE:

www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk



Artificial Surface
Brushing and
De-compaction
Service

There are many different synthetic turf pitches
available on the market; football pitches, tennis
courts, hockey pitches and more.  All these pitches
demand their own, specific, type of maintenance.

The GKB Brushes were designed with the purpose of
brushing artificial turf with ease and speed.  Brushing
artificial turf is an essential part of the weekly
maintenance. By using the GKB  Quick-Brush (QB)  on
your sports field, the artificial turf will remain in
top-condition. Dirt is less likely to create an interfering
layer between the fibres, in which algae growth would
have free rein with all its consequences.

●     Quick and easy to use

●     Effective and a nice image after a single pass

●     Closed deck to prevent loss of material off the field

●     With the flip-over tool equipped on the Quick-Brush infill-material can be easily added to new
fields.

With the Quick-Brush you have a modular brush which
you can adjust to each specific task. You can choose
between a rake, brush, double brush, rubber finishing
rag, and you can adjust the height. We can equip the
Quick-Brush you have chosen with a three-point
linkage (tractor) or a wheel set for towing by another
type of vehicle.

The Quick-Brush will also accommodate you with the
construction of synthetic turf pitches. With the ‘flip-
over tool’ on the Quick-Brush infill material can be
easily added to new fields and it will always orientate
itself in the operating direction.

Quick-Brush enables you to carry out the correct synthetic turf maintenance, no matter what the
requirements.VISIT OUR WEB SITE:

www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk



GRADEN SAND
INJECTION

TAKES THATCH CONTROL
TO A

COMPLETELY NEW LEVEL

The Graden Contour Sand Injection is a
scarifier/aerator with the ability to scarify to any depth
from 1mm to 40mm, whilst simultaneously backfilling
the grooves with either sand or a  combination of sand
and seed. Independent STRI trials have shown that this
is the most effective machine for removing thatch
which is one of the biggest problems for greenkeepers
all over the world.
The Graden Contour Sand Injection grooves are
immediately filled right to the surface. This means that
the surface never loses its firmness, there is no collapse
of the grooves, and disruption to play is kept to an
absolute minimum. Greens be are back in play within
an hour and surface disruption is minimal.

The seeder attachment disperses the seed at
whatever rate the operator requires as it is set up
with an easy to adjust flow rate to suit individual
needs.

It is a particularly efficient way of overseeding as
it places the seed directly into the sand filled
grooves made by the machine. In other words, it
places the seed into a perfect growth medium.

This guarantees virtually 100% germination rates
and provides the seedlings with the perfect start for
extremely rapid, strong, growth and more
importantly, long term establishment. This means a
significant saving on the amount of seed used as
there is virtually no wastage.

Independent STRI trials and user trials prove that
overseeding results using the attachment are
incredibly successful and users rate it as the best
weapon in the greenkeeping armoury when faced
with the ongoing battle of transition.



Golf Course
Maintenance

Like all sports turf surfaces, golf courses endure high
wear and tear from both excessive use and climatic
conditions. Regular and seasonal maintenance is
essential in ensuring your course meets the high
standards expected by your members.

If you would like to recruit our expert services for some of your golf course work, please get in touch
with our Contract Team. With our comprehensive range of fine turf and sports turf equipment,
Turfcare Specialists Limited can offer a wide range of golf maintenance and drainage services,
whether it be on greens, tees or fairways.

Our range of specialist services includes:

This includes using some of the latest technology,
like the "Graden Sand Injection" machine, the
Shelton Trencher and the Weidenmann Terraspike
XP.

Golfers and members of golf clubs expect the best
when they embark on a round, and we can ensure that
this is what you deliver with our expert golf course
maintenance services. That is why there is no other
company around that can rival all that we offer right
here at Turfcare Specialists Limited. And with over
30 years of turf care and maintenance under our belts,
you will get nothing but the best from our carefully
assembled team.

� AERATION

� PENCIL TINING

� HOLLOW CORING

� HYDROJECTING

� DEEP SCARIFICATION

� DE-COMPACTING

� OVERSEEDING

� DRAINAGE SERVICES (PRIMARY & SECONDARY DRAINAGE SCHEMES)



Bowling Green
Maintenance

Like all sports turf surfaces, bowling greens endure
high wear and tear from both excessive use and
climatic conditions. Regular and seasonal
maintenance is essential in ensuring your bowling
green meets the high standards expected by your
members.

If you are in charge of the maintenance on your bowling green, then Turfcare Specialists Limited can help
with everything you need to get the green looking its very best, making your games more successful and your
time on the green a more pleasant experience.

Our range of maintenance services includes:

      *   SCARIFYING

      *   SOLID TINING

      *   HOLLOW TINING

      *   VERTICAL DRAINING

      *   TOP DRESSING

      *   OVERSEEDING

      *   DRAG MATTING/LUTING

      *   FERTILISER & CHEMICAL APPLICATION

All of our services are delivered by
highly skilled maintenance
contractors, who will carry out the
work at the highest standard in
order to the green plays to its
highest possible level.

Don't forget that sometimes your
ditches will need refurbishing;
Turfcare Specialists Limited can
either replace boards or entire
bowling green ditches with new free
draining concrete ditches and
artificial grass banks.



Cricket Square and
Outfield
Maintenance

THE AREA’S LEADING
CRICKET CONTRACTORS

Experts in construction,
refurbishment and maintenance

Turfcare Specialists Limited provide a full range of services tailored
specifically for the care of cricket outfields and squares:
Cricket Ground Construction & Renovation – our company specialises
in the construction and renovation of cricket outfields, pitches and squares.
Cricket Ground Care & Advice – expert support and advice for clubs
with a detailed report on current quality and performance, along with
recommendations for maintenance regimes to match individual budgets.
We also provide quick and effective solutions for any problem areas you
may encounter on your cricket pitch.
Drainage & Aeration Solutions – our contract team provide years of
experience and specialist knowledge to help develop effective solutions
for either new or upgraded drainage as well as aeration solutions for
all cricket grounds.

Our fully trained and experienced operators combine with our modern,
specialised equipment, enabling us to ensure as trouble-free and as smooth
a completion of cricket projects as possible – even when dealing with the
difficult to handle materials that are required in cricket pitch maintenance.

PLUS!
BUY YOUR LOAM

FROM US AND WE’LL
SPREAD IT

FREE OF CHARGE!

Turfcare can also offer an initial complimentary site visit to discuss club requirements. This can be followed
by soil samples being taken and a detailed report supplied on wicket conditions, plus a guide recommending
fertiliser, and chemical and cultural maintenance practices if required.

South Northumberland
Cricket Club

EXPERTS IN THE SUPPLY AND
APPLICATION OF QUALITY

CRICKET LOAMS



WINTER SPORTS
PITCH MAINTENANCE

IMPROVING PLAYING SURFACES

 - NO MATTER WHAT SIZE YOUR BUDGET

As a specialist sports turf contractor with a background of servicing professional and private sports
clubs, as well as local authorities and schools, Turfcare Specialists Limited have a reputation for high
quality workmanship and attention to detail.

We can help with the maintenance of all sports pitches, including football pitches, rugby fields, turfed
running tracks and everything in between.

Our services include:

Annual Renovation:

●     Removal of Turf Surface

●     Precision Laser Grading

●     Primary and Secondary Drainage

●     Final Ground Preparation

●     Supply and Spreading of Screened Topsoil,
Blended Rootzone, Sports Sand and Fibresand

●     Seeding using quality Sports Pitch Grass
Seed

In-Season Maintenance:

●     Deep Tine Aeration

●     De-compacting

●     Sand / Rootzone Application

●     Overseeding

●     Drainage Solutions

Turfcare can also offer an initial complimentary site
visit to discuss club requirements; this can be
followed by soil samples being taken and a detailed
report supplied.



GROUNDSCARE &
MAINTENANCE TO
SCHOOLS & COLLEGES

WE CAN MAINTAIN ALL AREAS
TO A VERY HIGH STANDARD

WHILST ADHERING TO  STRINGENT
HEALTH & SAFETY RULES

SCHOOL & COLLEGE GROUND MAINTENANCE SERVICES INCLUDE:
FOOTBALL PITCH MARKING PLAYING FIELD GRASS CUTTING

PLAYING FIELD RENOVATION ATHLETIC TRACKS

TOP DRESSING GRASS CUTTING OF FORMAL AREAS

WORM CONTROL  WEED CONTROL

HEDGES PRUNED   TREE WORK

GRITTING & SNOW CLEARANCE

At Turfcare Specialists Limited, we understand that
your sports pitches, as well as your general grounds
need to look their best, and that’s why we are
always willing to put in the extra effort to make that
happen.

Turfcare Specialists know how to make the most of
your facilities all year round and of course, with our
tough economic climate, we also understand how
to stretch your budgets. It’s all about a close
working relationship. As soon as we have a clear
idea of your aims and ambitions then we can work
out a plan that’s not only right for you.

Sports grounds need particular attention. Knowing
how and when to mark out pitches, cut the grass
and generally maintain common areas is, of course,
essential, but we can also maintain and prepare
running tracks, jumping pits.

Our grounds maintenance packages go further than the usual run of the mill service in
that we provide full management of your grounds by continually monitoring, for example,
conditions of school and college playing fields throughout the year for both football,
hockey and rugby in the winter to athletics tracks in the summer to ensure that optimum
growing and playing conditions are maintained.

Tel: 01207 505837
Email: info@tsl-ne.co.uk



EQUIPMENT
HIRE

Tel: 01207 505837
Email: info@tsl-ne.co.uk

Turfcare Specialists Limited operate a highly effective and well maintained turf machinery hire
service in Durham, Newcastle and the surrounding regions. This service has an obvious overlay with
our Contract Dept. as many of the machines available for hire are frequently used by our experienced
contract staff; therefore, when we deliver your hired turf care equipment you can rest assured that we
will make you aware of the correct and detailed instructions of safe and proper operating techniques.
This enables our customers to get the most out their machine. Our fleet of equipment that is available
for hire contains some newer names in the sports turf industry such as, Graden and JCB. Together
with the more established names such as; Charterhouse, Blec, Sisis and Toro. All our machines are
regularly serviced and have full back up whilst on hire.

PEDESTRIAN SCARIFIERS

SISIS AUTO ROTORAKE - a heavy-duty de-thatcher for use on fine turf areas.

GRADEN DEEP SCARIFIER - removes much more thatch & fibre than conventional scarification and aeration, at the
same time creating less surface disruption.

TRACTOR MOUNTED SCARIFIERS

 TRACTOR MOUNTED GRADEN -What’s so different about the Graden? It removes much more thatch & fibre than
conventional scarification and aeration, at the same time creating less surface disruption.

GRADEN SWING WING TRACTOR MOUNTED DEEP SCARIFIER - A tractor mounted Graden with three
individual floating heads. This machine is ideal for all areas of the golf course and is made to cope with undulations.

RICHARD LONG FLAIL SCARIFIER/COLLECTOR -1.5mtr wide, flail scarifier,3-PT mounted, hydraulic tipping
hopper, front and rear roller.

PEDESTRIAN AERATORS

GROUNDSMAN AERATOR - 3 heads fitted with solid or hollow tines (also Groundsman 460 fitted with 4 heads).
The number one, proven, robust, high performance aerator.

RYAN GA30 - Ride on aerator with 4 heads fitted with solid or hollow tines.

TRACTOR MOUNTED AERATORS

SISIS DEEP SLITTER - Complete with safety cage and roller. Deep slitting aerators give deep, clean penetration with
minimal surface disturbance.

BLEC GROUNDBREAKER - PTO driven, can de-compact to a depth of 10” with a 1.5mtr working width, requires
min. 45hp tractor



EQUIPMENT
HIRE

SEEDERS

CHARTERHOUSE DOUBLE DISC DRILL SEEDER - The Double Disc Overseeder delivers the seed into the soil via
the discs, which cuts slits 3cm apart, ensuring maximum germination. The Overseeder buries the seed up to 20mm(¾”)
deep in the ground, safe from the beaks of hungry birds and out of the way of the wind. The amount of seed is
controlled to a highly accurate degree and the Overseeder takes undulating ground firmly in its stride. This is thanks to
individually mounted coulters that allow the seeder to work in difficult conditions.
BLEC UNISEEDER (PEDESTRIAN) - 24” working width pedestrian over-seeder has a power driven multi spiked
front roller and produces approximately 1300 holes per square metre. Comes complete with depth control wheels and
front weights and is powered by its rear wheels. It is fitted with a rear brush to ensure an even application when
seeding.

WALKOVER SPRAYER

FARMURA F25 SPRAYER - This sprayer is powered by a rechargeable battery. It has a 25Ltr tank which is pivoted
for easy emptying and washing out.

TURF CUTTERS

 RYAN HEAVY DUTY TURF CUTTER - Cut and roll 3 acres per day - Two-speed transmission - Easy to reach
control levers - Automatic vertical cut-off with a disc clutch and brake

SWEEPERS, CLEARERS & GROOMERS

FLEX BLADE ONLY (TRACTOR MOUNTED) - Groundsman's patented Flexblade principal consists of a series of
linked plates or blades that follow the contours of the surface with precision scooping up aeration cores like shovels.
This implement works equally well for collecting soil and debris left on the surface by linear aeration as illustrated.
When the implement is raised at the end of the run the soil is automatically dumped into a pile. These can then be
scooped into one collective pile. CAN ALSO BE HIRED WITH A TRACTOR OR CUSHMAN

POWERBRUSH 101 PEDESTRIAN SWEEPER - a self propelled Sweeper / Scraper, fully hydraulic on transmission
(forward and reverse) and brush drive. A hydraulic restrictor on transmission allows the operator to set a specific speed.
A differential on the axle allows for pinpoint turning. When fitted with a brush the effective cleaning width is 101cm.
CAN ALSO BE HIRED WITH A TRACTOR

PLEASE NOTE: It is the responsibility of the customer to inform T.S.L. when goods on hire are no longer needed. Hired
goods will continue to be charged for at the additional daily rate until this is done. Excessive wear on tines, blades and/or
other parts may result in part of the replacement costs being passed on to the customer. All hires must be returned clean
and where applicable re-filled with fuel otherwise a £25 cleaning charge and fuel at the current rate will be applied.
Any damage done to goods on hire must be reported to T.S.L. immediately. Repair costs will usually be charge d to the
customer. The maintenance and correct use of PTO shafts supplied on tractor-mounted equipment is entirely the
responsibility of the customer. Quoted prices include delivery & collection charges for local customers. Additional
charges may be added for longer travels – please ask for a quoted price.

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk
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SPREADERS/TOP DRESSERS

SISIS TRUSPRED - Hand operated drop spreader and top dresser

METE- R - MATIC - Motorised dresser ideal for cricket & bowls.

CUSHMAN TURF TRUCKSTER - mounted with Top Dresser.

DAKOTA 420 - a mid-range top-dresser and multi-function material handler. It will handle both wet and dry material
allowing light to heavy dressing and can be loaded with a 1.8m wide tractor bucket.

RAYCAM SPEED DRESSER - a 2.4m wide drop-spreader designed to handle all top dressing material. The 4 flotation
tyres minimise the risk of turf damage & compaction. Ideal for golf courses & sports fields use, both with private clubs,
local authorities and contractors. The Speedresser 24 requires a tractor of at least 60hp, and is PTO driven, via a heavy-
duty transmission to an agitator and twin rollers. The high work rate enables the spreading of top dressings up to depths
of 2mm - 75mm in one pass.

TRACTORS/TIPPING TRAILERS

JCB 354 TRACTOR - 55hp, 4WD, 3 Double Hydraulic Spools 540rpm PTO, Quick Hitch Tow Bar

JCB 360 TRACTOR - 60hp, 4WD, 3 Double Hydraulic Spools 540rpm PTO

KUBOTA M8540 TRACTOR - 85hp, 4WD, 3 Double Hydraulic Spools 540rpm PTO , c/w front loader with 1 tonne
lift capacity.

KUBOTA L5740 - 60hp hydrostatic

WEEKS TIPPING TRAILER - 5 tonne tipping trailer with drop sides and side extensions on grass tyres

PLEASE NOTE: It is the responsibility of the customer to inform T.S.L. when goods on hire are no longer needed. Hired
goods will continue to be charged for at the additional daily rate until this is done. Excessive wear on tines, blades and/or
other parts may result in part of the replacement costs being passed on to the customer. All hires must be returned clean
and where applicable re-filled with fuel otherwise a £25 cleaning charge and fuel at the current rate will be applied.
Any damage done to goods on hire must be reported to T.S.L. immediately. Repair costs will usually be charge d to the
customer. The maintenance and correct use of PTO shafts supplied on tractor-mounted equipment is entirely the
responsibility of the customer. Quoted prices include delivery & collection charges for local customers. Additional
charges may be added for longer travels – please ask for a quoted price.



WETTING AGENTS

INFUSOR PLUS

A blend of soil active surfactants with a unique microbial stimulating agent. Infusor
Plus contains a unique blend of re-wetting, penetrant and dispersing surfactant
technologies making the perfect turf grass wetting agent for all year round use.
Infusor Plus corrects the hydrophobic soil conditions associated with soil water
repellency, which in turf is indicated by localised dry spot. Infusor Plus will also improve
the movement and distribution of water into impermeable and compacted soils

.
INFUSOR PLUS

HOSE END PELLETS

Give greater flexibility in the fight against Dry Patch and are a simple and effective way
of applying wetting agent through a hose end applicator.
Key points: Easy-to-use - Hose end pellet formulation - For spot treatment of Dry Patch
- One pellet treats 3 average sized greens - Proven formulation

BIG TABLET

BIG TABLET is dropped into the irrigation water tank, where it will completely
dissolve within 4 - 6 hours. The effervescent action in the formulation results in air
bubbles forming on the surface of the tablet, causing it to move around the tank.
This unique self agitating system ensures thorough mixing. BIG TABLET is a great
time saver for adding extra wetting agent in dry summers or when short of
manpower.

Choice of;
BIG TABLET with DRYPATCH CONTROL

BIG TABLET with ROOT DEVELOPER

AquaEasy™

Our revolution in water management for all amenity turf, AquaEasy™ offers both soil penetrant qualities and the ability to
aid water holding capacity, thereby improving water movement through the root zone and improving water distribution
within the root zone.
AquaEasy™ is an important and valuable water management tool suitable for use in all root zones. This surfactant penetrant
and block co-polymer new ‘generation technology’ helps to prevent or dispatch with dry patch, reduce water related plant
stress, reduce the requirement for irrigation and ensure even water distribution throughout any root zone.

Research worldwide has shown the initial cause of dry patch is the build-up of naturally produced waxes and lipids around the
sand/soil particles. When these coated sand/soil particles dry out they become hydrophobic (water-repellent) and the root zone
is unable to hold water. Dry patch usually appears during periods of dry weather as small isolated patches of thin,
stressed water repellent turf. The symptoms can affect all turf grass species but initially are more apparent on the shallower
rooted species i.e. annual meadow grass where total die back of the plant can occur very quickly.
Beneath the surface in these affected areas the soil is extremely dry and will not easily re-wet. Research in the UK has shown
that the build-up of waxes and lipids around the sand/soil particles that cause dry patch are concentrated at the soil thatch
interface and this area is referred to as the hydrophobic zone.

AquaEasy™ offers the following benefits:
� Improves water penetration
� Improves water distribution

� Helps to prevent dry patch or helps to overcome dry patch
� Reduces water related plant stress

� Reduces the requirement for irrigation
� Effectively disperses dew & guttation

� Encourages a healthy balance of air & water in the root zone
� Provides an improved environment for healthy root growth

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk



CURES, PENETRATES & RE-WETS!

Infusor Plus is an innovative blend of surfactants co-formulated with a unique microbial stimulating agent. The innovative surfactant technologies make
Infusor Plus the perfect year round wetting agent. Using Infusor Plus helps promote downward and lateral movement of water which will ensure
moisture movement throughout the soil profile for 4 to 6 weeks after application. The unique surfactants contained in Infusor Plus help reduce surface
moisture making for a drier playing surface during wet weather.

● ELIMINATES LOCAL DRY SPOTS AND HELPS COMBAT SUMMER STRESS
● IMPROVES WATER PENETRATION

● CONTAINS SIMPLE CARBOHYDRATES PROVIDING MICROBES WITH A SUPERIOR FOOD SOURCE
● IMPROVES WATER RETENTION

● ENCOURAGES DEEP AND HEALTHY ROOTS
● LASTS FOR UP TO 6 WEEKS

● PRODUCES FIRM, FAST GREENS
● CAN BE USED ALL YEAR ROUND

● UNIVERSITY TESTED

STATE OF THE ART WETTING AGENT TECHNOLOGY

Infusor
Plus

Infusor
Plus

TM

TM



FUNGICIDES
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INTER TEBLOXY

Inter Tebloxy is a contact and systemic turf fungicide which both cures and prevents Fusarium, Dollar Spot,
Anthracnose, Leaf Spot, Red Thread and Rust. Contact and systemic turf fungicide - Rapid, long lasting and rainfast in
1 hour - Controls Leaf Spot and Anthracnose - Maximum of 2 applications per year.
Application Rate: 1ltr/ha - Active Ingredients: 200g/l tebuconazole and 100g/l trifloxystrobin

PANAMA

Panama is a systemic strobularin fungicide for the control of Fusarium Patch, Take-All Patch, Anthracnose, Brown
Patch, Leaf Spot/Melting Out, Rust Diseases and Type 2 Fairy Rings. Treats wide range of key diseases. -  Only active
ingredient approved for treatment of Take-All Patch in UK. - Environmentally sound chemistry. - Rapidly rainfast.
Application Rate: 0.7kg/ha - Active Ingredient: 500g/kg (50.0%w/w) Azoxystrobilurin

PAN AQUARIUS

With its unique mesostemic mode of action, Pan Aquarius is a highly efficient   preventative and curative fungicide for
the control of  a broad spectrum of turf diseases. Controls: Fusarium Patch, Leaf Spot, Rust, Brown Patch and Red
Thread. Use all year round.
Application Rate: 0.7kg/ha - Active Ingredient: 500g/kg (50.0% w/w) Trifloxystrobin

SPANIEL 2

Spaniel 2 is a fast acting cool weather systemic fungicide for the control of Microdochium patch (Fusarium patch),
Dollar Spot, Anthracnose and Brown Patch on managed amenity turf and amenity grassland. Banner Maxx offers three
routes to control effectively a broad spectrum of turf diseases fast. It delivers preventive, curative and eradicant activity.
Application Rate: 3ltr/ha - Active Ingredient: 156 g/L propiconazole

INSTRATA ELITE

The fast two-way action of Instrata Elite can be used all year round. However, fitting into a proactive fungicide
programme to protect turf quality, the unique properties of Instrata Elite perfectly match the demands for disease control
from min to late autumn and through early spring. Application Rate: 3ltr/ha - Active Ingredient: 80.3 g/l fludioxonil and
80.3 g/l difenoconazole.

MEDALLION TL

Medallion TL is a Bio-inspired Contact+ turf fungicide designed for use in the winter that delivers outstanding levels of
disease control and exceptional long-term results. Medallion TL is recommended for use on all managed amenity turf
and amenity grassland and offers powerful and targeted control of pathogens responsible for key turf diseases including
Microdochium patch (Fusarium patch), Anthracnose and Leaf Spot. Its contact activity tackles damaging pathogens on
the leaf, thatch and soil surface.
Application Rate: 3ltr/ha - Active Ingredient: 125 g/L fludioxonil



SELECTIVE
HERBICIDES
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TURFMASTER

A selective weedkiller for the control of many annual weeds in amenity grassland and managed amenity turf.
A soluble concentrate containing 43.3 g/l mecoprop-P (present at 50.98 g/l as the potassium salt), 245 g/l MCPA (present at
291.53 g/l as the potassium salt) and 19.5 g/l dicamba (present at 22.86 g/l as the potassium salt).

Application Rate: 5ltrs/hectare Pack size: 10 ltrs
Benefits:

�     Controls many annual and perennial weeds.
�     Non-ester formulation, so will not vaporise in hot conditions.
�     Broad spectrum of activity.
�     Turfmaster can be applied using standard spray equipment or pedestrian-controlled sprayers.

THRUST

A soluble concentrate containing 344g/l 2,4-D and 120g/l dicamba as the dimethylamine salt. For selective control of
annual and perennial broad leaved weeds in established agricultural grassland and amenity grassland.

Key Features of Thrust Selective Herbicide:

    Unique combination of active ingredients to maximise control of Ragwort.
    Control of other important perennial weeds in grassland.
    Amenity grassland recommendation.
    Approved for application through both knapsack or mounted boom sprayers.
    Specific label recommendation with Nufarm Cropoil to further improve control of Ragwort.

DEPITOX

Active Ingredients: 500g/L 2,4-D (40.1% w/w) as the diethanolamine salt.

Depitox is a selective herbicide for the control of many broad-leaved weeds including Ragwort in amenity grassland
situations, such as golf courses, playing fields, roadside verges and ornamental lawns.

    Control on a wide range of broad leaved weeds in amenity situations
    Use on grass floors under orchards
    Can be used in a wide range of cereal crops
    Controls many key weeds in grassland
    Economical and well proven
    Tank mix recommendation for Ragwort control, best achieved when plant is in rosette stage

WEED, FEED & MOSSKILLER

Granular triple action weed, feed and mosskiller.
• Active Ingredients: NPK 8-4-4 + 2.4D, Mecoprop-P, Ferrous Sulphate.
• Weeds Controlled: Many common broad-leaved weeds and moss.
• Feeding Recommendations: Anytime between late spring and early autumn when the grass is actively growing.
• Application Rate: 35g/m2 leaving at least 3 days after cutting and 3 days before cutting.
• Useful Tip: Do not apply on wet or damp grass or in frost or drought conditions.
Turf Rise 3 in 1 Weed, Feed & Mosskiller is used by professionals on some of the top golf courses around the country.



TOTAL
HERBICIDES

AMENITY GLYPHOSATE 360

New Amenity Glyphosate 360 by Monsanto provides cost effective control of emerged weeds in industrial and amenity
situations, as well as forestry and on hard surfaces.

Amenity Glyphosate has been improved with a brand new clean label formulation!

Amenity Glyphosate 360 is an aqueous solution recommended for the control of annual and
perennial grasses and broad-leaved weeds in non-crop areas such as roadsides, paths and
hard surfaces, and along fences and walls.

●     Powerful surfactant for incredible performance
●     Controls many emergent weeds
●     Rain-fast in just four hours
●     Improved translocation provides better results on Couch Grass
●     Quickly breaks down quickly in the soil after application
●     Ideal to use between early spring and late summer

Active ingredients: 360g/litre glyphosate. Pack size:  5 Litre Bottle

ROUND UP PRO VANTAGE 480
Roundup ProVantage is a herbicide which is sprayed on to green leaves where it is absorbed and drawn into the plant's
vascular system. It then stops the production of the amino acids which build the protein the plant needs to grow and
survive. The plant effectively starves to death.

Roundup ProVantage is a patented potassium salt formulation containing 480g/L glyphosate and a unique blend of two
surfactants. The optimised blend of surfactants delivers highly efficient activity at the leaf surface and a synergistic
improvement in glyphosate uptake and overall performance.

Roundup ProVantage incorporates a high technical specification and the formulation has been designed to address
stewardship aspects, so vital now for glyphosate application.

PEARL
A Fast Acting Total Weed Killer Use For Ring Spraying Round Trees & Line Marking

Pearl is a soluble concentrate formulation containing 150 g/l (13.52% w/w) glufosinate-
ammonium. It is a fast acting desiccant herbicide used for controlling many grasses &
broadleaved weeds, including troublesome weeds such as Horse-tail. Pearl can be used around
the following areas; Fence lines, Natural surfaces not intended to bear vegetation, Permeable
surfaces overlaying soils, Hard surfaces & Managed amenity turf for line-marking
preparation.

Effects of Pearl™ can be seen within 48 hours making it an ideal total herbicide choice.

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk
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ICADE

ICADE is a foliar acting herbicide for the control of perennial broad-leaved
weeds including JAPANESE KNOTWEED, BUDDLEIA, GIANT
HOGWEED, NETTLES, THISTLES, BRAMBLES, COMMON
MUGWORT, GORSE and ROSEBAY WILLOWHERB in amenity grassland.

Effective control of tough and invasive weeds including Japanese Knotweed
and Giant Hogweed, Buddleia and Brambles

Can be used on all established amenity grassland with the exception of
airfields

Favourable COSHH assessment - Virtually no odour - Rainfast in 1 hour -
Safe to grass - Outstanding levels of translocation gets ICADE deep into the
roots of the plant - Packed in 1 litre containers

Areas where ICADE can be used

Perennial Weed Control on Amenity Grassland, on railway embankments, industrial areas, under
powerlines, cemeteries, utilities, parkland, around greenkeeper sheds, golf course roughs and areas
of grassland that have no agricultural interest.

Rates of use:

Broadcast Application:  Apply at 3.0 L/Ha for the control of
Rosebay Willowherb,

Apply at 4.0 L/Ha for control of Bramble, Common Ragwort,
Common Nettle, Creeping Thistle and Giant Hogweed.

Localised spot treatment:  Apply at 150 ml in 10 litres of water for
the control of Brambles, Buddleia and Gorse

Apply at 200 ml in 10 litres of water for the control of Japanese
Knotweed and Broom



MOSS CONTROL

HARD SURFACES

SAPPHIRE

Sapphire® is a brand new product developed specifically for those requiring an Outdoor cleaner
which covers larger areas. Sapphire® will cover up to 5 times the area of other products such
as MMC Pro & Algoclear. This is due partly to the strength of Sapphire®, but also due to its
special surfactant system which allow it to penetrate quicker and deeper than other brands. If you
require a larger pack size look at Sapphire 20

Sapphire® is the easiest and most effective way to treat and prevent mould, algae and grime on
all hard surfaces. There is no need to scrub or pressure wash, just dilute and apply. This product
typically works in 2-4 days (depending on weather), it then continues to prevent re-growth for
the following weeks & months.

The product is made up of a dynamic combination of anti-bacterial disinfectant. This makes it a
perfect job for all hard surface cleaning and cleansing jobs. It is suitable for use on all exterior
hard surfaces including Concrete, Roofs, Patios, Wood, Tennis Courts, Glass, Plastic & Block
Paving.

It is compatible with weed killers such as glyphosate, although label tank mixes must be
followed. It is also safe to use as it is readily biodegradable and contains no bleach or acids.

MMCPRO

The easiest and most effective way to treat and prevent mould, algae and
moss on all hard surfaces. No Pressure Washing or Scrubbing Required. Just
dilute and apply – end of job.

MMC-Pro moss killer is a dynamic combination anti-viral/anti-bacterial
disinfectant, fungicide/algaecide and detergent. It kills mould, algae and moss
in typically 2-4 days, and has a slow cleaning action in the following weeks
and months.

MMC-Pro moss killer is readily biodegradable, PH-neutral, contains no
bleach or acids, and is fully HSE-approved.

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk
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FINE TURF

Feed, Weed & Mosskiller - 10kg

Feed, Weed & Mosskiller  8 - 2 - 4 + 2.5% MgO + 7% Fe + 6% CaO + Seaweed

A combined weedkiller, mosskiller & fertiliser in easy to spread granules containing:  0.562% w/w 2,4-D,
0.562% w/w Mecoprop-P and 19.14% anhydrous Ferrous Sulphate

When to apply:    Spring to late summer; maximum 3 applications per year

Apply when grass is actively growing and soil is moist. Water in within 3 days if there has
been no rain.

“The best Feed, Weed and Moss Killer on the market”

LAWN SAND 3 - 0 - 0 + 7Fe - 20kg

Lawn Sand High N  3 - 0 - 0 + 7Fe
Rate of Application:                      60g/m²

NB: Some of our competitors say their lawn sand contains 7% Fe, however some of these have been found to contain 7%
Ferrous Sulphate, which is equal to approx. 1.4% Fe – you have been warned!

ANGUS SEA IRON - 10LTR

A complexed, fast acting formulation giving long lasting green-up for all turf surfaces
6% chelated iron + Mg + S + seaweed Continues to work in low temperatures – rapid up-
take – excellent colour
Application rates: 20 - 30 litres / ha in 300 - 500 litres of water Apply throughout the year

LIQUID IRON 6Fe - 20LTR

A ferrous sulphate solution for low cost green up
6% Fe (iron) w/v
Application rates: 10 - 20 litres / ha in 300 - 500 litres of water Apply throughout the year



WORM CONTROL

ANGUS DOWNCAST
A nutrient based, non chemical approach to suppressing worm casts.

Downcast is a non-pesticidal nutrient
based product that increases turf health
and suppresses worm activity, deterring
worm casts at the same time.
Downcast is a sulphur based product
containing small amounts of nitrogen
and iron, thus providing good green-up
without grass growth or growth
promotion.
Downcast is a combination of nutrient materials that have been clearly
shown to reduce worm-cast levels on all sports turf .

A non-pesticidal, plant nutrient based liquid that
improves turf health and encourages casting
worms away from sward surface, thus reducing
surface casts.
In the past various products have been used to
help reduce worm casts on the surface of fine
turf; many of these have been known pesticides,
others damaging to the environment, now we
have an alternative:  Downcast™

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk
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BLUE SPRAY PATTERN INDICATOR

Blue Spray Pattern Indicator helps you see the areas you have sprayed.
This avoids overdosing some areas and missing others. The treated area stays blue for a few days depending on the
surface. It then fades with sunlight or washes away with rain.
Our Recommendation: – Mix in with herbicides so you can clearly see the area you have sprayed. This eliminates
missed areas and overdosing. Wear Gloves to avoid stained skin.
Tractor mounted boom sprayers: Use 250ml per 100 lts of spray solution.
Knapsack/walkover sprayers: Use 25ml per 10 lts of spray solution.

GREEN LAWNGER

Green Lawnger turf paint is a fast, economical way to instantly restore the natural green colour to dormant or
discoloured turf.
It is easily applied with many types of sprayers and adds a healthy, natural look to off coloured turf grasses.
This permanent pigment will not wash or wear off turf after it has been applied in dry conditions. Apply it in the
autumn and dormant turf will stay green all winter.
The colour will last for 10-14 weeks or until mowing removes the coloured grass. Permanent green pigment -
Improves aesthetics of dormant/stressed turf - Produces uniform appearance to turf - Lasts 10 – 14 weeks.
Application rate: 1 L/100m2   Water rate: 15 – 20 L/100m2

EVOQUE FUNGICIDE IMPROVER

Evoque is a fungicide adjuvant system which can also be used in mixtures with herbicides, insecticides, moss killers
& micro-nutrients. It enhances how spray droplets can penetrate the leaf surface & will also act as a spreader across
the leaf surface.
It will stop droplets bouncing or running off the leaf tissue, as they will stick to the surface & then start to spread out
– covering the whole leaf. Getting excellent coverage is vital when treating diseases.
Evoque can improve control by over 20% when compared to just using a fungicide on its own. This is done by
drawing the chemical into the plant using a unique uptake agent.
While Evoque is mainly used with fungicides, we have seen some very good results when used to penetrate thick
layers of moss in grass.

ACTIVATE G HERBICIDE ENHANCER

Activate-G has been specially formulated to combine with the active ingredient of weed killers to improve their
uptake into the plant. This is done in two ways, firstly by stopping the pesticide ‘locking up’ when used in areas of
hard water, & secondly by helping the chemical absorb into the plant using its unique ‘uptake system’. Using
Activate-G stops any loss of active ingredient as it is drawn into the plant rather than sitting on the surface &
evaporating or running off.
Mixing Activate-G with herbicides such as glyphosate & grassland products has significantly enhanced the speed &
effectiveness of the kill. Typically, adding in this product sped up herbicides by 7-10 days & helped reduce the time
taken for the herbicide to dry on the leaf by several hours. This can be particularly helpful in times of poor weather
conditions. In short, adding Activate-G enhances the effect of herbicides by around 25%.



SPRAYING
EQUIPMENT
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CP15 KNAPSACK SPRAYER

Robust and durable thanks to its unique diaphragm pump system combined with the
pressure control valve: the ideal knapsack for your crop protection.
The diaphragm pump system of the CP Classic creates the pressure through the deformation
of a highly flexible diaphragm, the limited friction action of this diaphragm avoids premature
wear to the pump due to dirty water.

Features:

    Robust, ergonomic and lightweight design / Parts protected from damage by tank skirt
    Pressure limitor to adjust pressure for various spraying tasks
    Wide opening for easy filling and emptying operations
    Left/right hand operation
    High resistance GRP (Glassfibre Reinforced Plastic) lance adaptable for all types of nozzles
    Double filtration system to clean impurities before nozzle outlet
    Few moving parts and none are exposed to friction, thus ensuring resistance to dirt in the spray liquid

EVENSPREY CLUB

Battery-powered, pedestrian operated spray machines
●     Designed for accurate and economical application of liquid fertilisers and other treatments to

turf
●     25 litre tank with 20 cm lid and filter
●     Anti-flip tank stops
●     1500mm wide single independent spray boom
●     Storage clip for the spray boom, which folds away for transportation
●     Rechargeable 9 amp/hr 12v battery
●     Comfy handlebar
● Improved filter system

EVENSPRAY PROFESSIONAL

Battery powered, pedestrian operated spray machine designed for accurate
and economical application of liquid fertilisers and other turf treatment
products

●
●     2 metre spray boom with a 2.5 metre spray width
●     50 litre tank
●     5 spray nozzles
●     Spray head isolator function
●     Multi nozzle spray heads
●     Return to tank agitator
●     Folding boom
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The Kombi Classic gives crisp and well defined lines with each
mark. The adjustable tool-less quick fit wheeled knib means the
Kombi Classic can be used on a variety of sports surfaces such as
natural grass, concrete, asphalt, wood, artificial grass, rubber track
and EPDM straight out of the box.

Adjustable stainless steel handle bars to suit all user heights along
with an anchor point to make marking circles easy and hassle free.
After marking the knib can be lifted off and situated on to the bonnet
stem for easy transportation.

The heavy duty battery will give an 8-hour marking session before
having to be re-charged.

The Briteliner Arrow, the revolutionary transfer-wheel marking machine, now
features a series of design enhancements which improve performance and usability
still further.

Developed as the successor to the original box markers, the Briteliner Arrow is
lighter, tougher, easier to clean and more accurate. Once set, the Arrow will produce
the same quality of line time after time. It is the ideal choice of machine when
budgets are restricted, but is also the perfect tool for creating stand-out lines for big
games at major venues.

Light weight means it can be easily operated and lifted by one person. Range of
wheel width options available (3”, 4” and 5”)

The Supaturf TFS 25 (tank free system) line marking machine is robust, efficient and effortless to operate.

It comes complete with 2 x 12.5 litre drums.  The first, equipped with dilution marking guides, is for marking liquid,
while the second one is for clean water to flush the system once you have finished
marking.

The simple to use marker guides at the front of the machine can be easily adjusted
from 50mm to 120mm.

●    Ideal for use with Supaturf Ready-to-Use and Supaturf Artificial surface line
marking paints

●    Robust, perfectly balanced and effortless to operate

●    Easy to use marking guides

●    Easy-flush system makes cleaning and maintenance simple



LINE MARKING
PAINT

Snowcal 20 Line Marking Powder is a flexible grade line marker and can be used as a dry
powder but is also fine enough to be mixed with water to apply as a paint to mark the lines if
pitch conditions allow.

●     Non-toxic and safe to players
●     Produces economical bright white lines
●     Ideal for use in wet or muddy conditions
●     Applied as a dry powder or can be mixed into a paint solution

Snowcal 20 W/D gives crisp white lines, and if applied wet is ideal for use with a transfer
wheel line marker.

PITCHMARKER B+ . Designed to be used neat or at a dilution rate of 1:1. For use in
transfer wheel machines.

● Supplied in 10 litre drums & 1000 litre multifills

● White line paint

● Designed for grass surfaces

● Transfer wheel application

PITCHMARKER C . A low concentrate paint that can be used in both spray and
transfer wheel machines.

● Supplied in 10 litre drums & 1000 litre multifills

● White line paint

● Designed for grass surfaces

● Spray & transfer wheel

● Dilution rate 2:1 to 4:1

REDDISPRAY COLOURS. Reddispray is designed to be applied neat through spray
markers for use on grass surfaces.

● Supplied in 10 litre drums & 1000 litre multifills

● Coloured line paint

● Designed for grass surfaces

● Spray applicationVISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk



SPORTS DRESSINGS
&
AGGREGATES

Tel: 01207 505837
Email: info@tsl-ne.co.uk

TOP DRESSINGS & ROOTZONES

We supply top dressing and rootzone carefully sourced from quarries around the UK to help greenkeepers and
groundstaff provide a quality natural playing surface they can be proud of.
Top Dressing: Heat treated high quality sands and soil blends, available in 25Kg bags, bulk bags and bulk tipper loads.
Rootzones: Our comprehensive range of rootzone blends are available from carefully selected sites around the UK
from medium/fine to USGA mixes as well as our range of “Environmentally Friendly” Rootzones blended with green
compost providing added benefits over traditional sand soil mixes. Available in 25kg bags, Dumpy Bags or Bulk tipper
loads. If you require a custom blend please contact us for more information.

SANDS

We have a wide range of high quality sands to cover a vast spectrum of uses.
Bunker Sand: Free draining moist silica sand specially formulated to perform in golf course bunkers. Available in bulk
tipper loads.
Rootzone Sand and Top Dressing Sand: Supplied to meet specific requirements in the construction and maintenance
of natural grass playing surfaces. Available moist or dry in bulk tipper loads.
Kiln Dried Sands: Primarily used in the infill of synthetic grass surfaces we can supply a wide selection of the
required grades across the UK – available in 25Kg bags, Bulk bags and bulk tipper loads.
Playsand: We have a range of moist sands that confirm to BSEN1177 from various sites around the UK. Available in
bulk bags or bulk tipper loads.

AGGREGATES

At T.S.L. we can supply you with a wide selection of Grit and Gravel products for drainage, decorative or pathway
applications. We have a good selection of products so we are sure to have the perfect colour or texture of material that
you are looking for.
Drainage Grits and Gravels: We can supply a range of sizes including 1-5mm, 2-6mm, 4-10mm, 5-20mm, 10-20mm
and many more. Loads are available in bulk tipper loads.
Pathway Aggregates: T.S.L. supply a range of self-binding pathway aggregates in a variety of colours ranging from
crushed slate (Blue, Plum and Green) to firechip and cresta. Available in bulk tipper loads.
Decorative Chippings: T.S.L. have a select range of Red decorative chippings available in a range of sizes. Available
in bulk bags or bulk tipper loads.

CRICKET LOAMS

KALOAM: “Kaloam” has for a long time been the preferred choice of many a cricket club and many a cricket groundsman.
Its familiar light brown colour distinguishes it from other cricket loams and its high clay content gives the wicket its feel
and character when played and its durability to be able to withstand the punishment of a hard season at the crease.
KETTERING LOAM: A loam with a typical clay content of 24%. This loam has been the main stay of local authority
and school cricket pitches for many years. It is an ideal loam where a pitch is required to give a good surface while receiving
a minimal amount of preparation.
ONGAR LOAM: Ongar Loam™ is a county and club wicket quality topdressing with a high clay content of 31% to
create high quality and top performing wickets. Ongar Loam is a heavy clay loam screened to 4mm. When rolled under
the correct soil moisture conditions, Ongar Loam gives hard wickets of consistent pace and bounce. Adequately supplied
with available nutrients for healthy grass growth. pH 7.9.
SURREY LOAM: Surrey Loam has a 28% clay content and is a high quality 4mm mesh screened heavy clay loam for
the preparation of firm, fast cricket wickets. This traditional cricket dressing is screened to 4mm and produced to a high
standard.
Typical Analysis: 28% Clay - 57% Silt - 15% Sand



SPORTS EQUIPMENT

Turfcare Specialists Limited have supplied countless sports clubs, schools and private individuals
around the North East with high quality sports equipment including; goals, posts, nets and much
much more.
Our extensive sports equipment range incorporates hundreds of products from widely recognised
suppliers such as Harrod UK, Edwards Sports Products, Sports - Equip. and many others.

Our experience within the  industry, coupled with access to some of the most complete sports
equipment catalogues in the UK helps us ensure that we offer unbeatable levels of service, each and
every time.

CRICKET: Practice Cages - Practice Nets - Net Pins - Rain Covers (Mobile and Traditional) -
Sight Screens - Slip catch Cradles - Reflex Trainers - Marking Twine - Marking out Frames

FOOTBALL: Goalposts - Goal Nets - corner flags and Poles - Marking out Twine - Net Pins

RUGBY: Posts - Post Protectors - Tackle Shields - Tackle Bags - Sc rummage Machines

HOCKEY: Goals - Nets - Backboards      TENNIS: Posts - Nets - Net Adjusters - Net Accessories

NETTING: Golf Practice Netting - Driving Range Target Nets - Perimeter Netting - Indoor Netting
- Ball Stop Netting - Tennis Court Surround Netting - Anti-Projectile Netting - Close Impact Netting
- Archery Nets - Cricket Nets and Rain Covers

GERMINATION SHEETS: Heavy Duty - lasts over 7 years - Sizes 3.66 x 25mtrs Black, 3.66
x 100mtrs Black Lightweight - lasts 3 to 5 years - Sizes 4 x 25mtrs Black, 4 x 100mtrs Black
Mushroom Pegs - 3” or 5” tough grommeted plastic

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
www.turfcarespecialists.co.uk



GOLF COURSE
EQUIPMENT

Tel: 01207 505837
Email: info@tsl-ne.co.uk

Turfcare Specialists Limited provide golf clubs with a wide range of on-course equipment such as flag pins,
hole cups, litter baskets, and signs form some of the industry's leading manufacturers.

HOLE CUPS: ABS PLASTIC HOLE CUP - Now moulded in bright white ABS, these hole cups are
exceptionally strong. The tapered bottom makes hole changing easy.

ANTI-MUD HOLE CUPS - The anti-mud design design keeps the golf ball raised above the bottom of the
cup, reducing mud transfer. The solid design also assists in reducing mud from rising up the cup.

ALUMINIUM HOLE CUPS - These long lasting hole cups offer excellent shape retention and are supplied
in natural or white powder coated finish. Tapered bottom makes hole changing easy.

FLAG PINS: Our standard flag pin is a popular D-Ring attachment flag pin manufactured from 12.7mm
fibreglass rod and is for use with tie flags and is available with UK or USA Ferrules. Deluxe flag pins are
manufactured from 12.7mm fibreglass rod with thick pin tapes for lasting durability, a swivel attachment
suitable to hold velcro or tie flags and are available with UK or USA ferrules

FLAGS: 16” x 12” FLAGS made in high quality knitted polyester to the highest standard with extra stitching
to help prevent fraying. Tie-on, Velcro or Tubed. Available in RED, YELLOW, BLUE, GREEN & WHITE.
Flags can be Plain, Numbered, Printed or Embroidered with Club Logo

BUNKER RAKES - For Members Use. Economy members rakes complete with back smoother and 48 inch
PVC handle Great economically priced bunker rakes. Classic White or British Racing Green Polypropylene
head.

HOLE CUTTERS: Developed in collaboration with greenkeepers to ensure a very strong framework and
easy to use design. This hole cutter is also lightweight and comes complete with a moveable indicator to
ensure you cut the same depth holes time and time again. Comes complete with a set of blades. Replacement
Blades available in standard, reinforced and extra reinforced.

DELUXE SPIRAL ACTION BALL WASHER: Cast aluminium body and lid. The body supports a plastic
moulding into which the rubber brush and plunger assembly are housed. When pushed up and down, the
plunger rotates the golf ball for optimum cleaning.
4 litre capacity. Standard colour green. Post not included.

SQUARE PATTERN BOOT WIPER: This manual boot wiper is extremely tough and strong. It is
phosphated & powder coated green and can be free standing or bolted to the floor. Comes complete with 4
specifically designed brushes.
TEE MARKERS & TEE PLATES - LITTER BINS SIGNS - HOLE CUTTING ACCESSORIES -
HOLE TRIMMING SCISSORS RUBBER MALLETS



ARTIFICIAL
GRASS

Tel: 01207 505837
Email: info@tsl-ne.co.uk

Experience is Everything
As experienced traders, we put customer service at the top of our list, meaning that iGrass is a brand you can rely on
for all of your artificial grass needs. By using the latest in technological advancements, we can guarantee that your
lawn can withstand the test of time and will stay intact in various weather conditions.
Our special, top of the range iGrass Intelligence yarn is designed to withstand all tests and is made using high grade
polymers which have recovering properties.
As a leader in the industry, we value quality as well as customer service so you can easily request a free sample to help
you make your choice from our iGrass Intelligence range or our other, high quality surfaces.
For the contemporary home, go for our ibiza intelligence surface which is suitable for lawns, roof gardens and play
areas. With its special C-shaped yarn, durability is guaranteed and your lawn will easily recover after activity.
Our Putting Green lawns are suitable for use as a golfing surface and are designed to withstand continuous activity.
This yarn can be combined with a lawn from our range as a fringe to practice short chip shots.
Our range-leading Insignia is ideal for a variety of surfaces including lawns, play areas and roof gardens and our top
selling multi-project Architect item is suitable for fitting in lawns and roof gardens as well as poolside areas and over
decking.
Icon also comes with iGrass intelligence yarn which gives this item a hardy and durable make up and sustainable
finish. With a mixture of three colours, it can also transform any surface.
To inject a little fun into your lawn, why not choose from one of our six bold fun colours? These fantastic vibrant
surfaces are ideal for schools or larger gardens and ensure that children have a soft landing during play.
Everything You Need
We also stock weed membranes for fitting your new lawn as well as joining tape, join glue, edging and underlay for a
superior fitting experience.
Try out our Shockpad underlay for a cushioned surface designed to withstand continuous activity. This can be used
under children's play area lawns or it can be used on roof gardens as it also has insulation and draining properties.
Good maintenance is also key to getting the best out of your product. Regularly brushing to remove debris and leaves
from the surface will ensure that it stands the test of time and remains fresh in appearance.
In addition, weed killing the surface will eliminate any airborne weeds which can spoil the appearance and design of
your new turf. Avoid putting reflective surfaces in your garden as this can damage the artificial grass.

IMAGE INSIGNIA ARCHITECT

PUTTING GREEN



PRICES. Prices charged will be those current at the date of despatch or collection and are therefore subject to alteration
without prior notice.

WEIGHTS Unless otherwise stated all weights mentioned in this price list, or on containers, indicate gross weight
when packed.

LIABILITY No liability shall fall on the seller from any injury, loss or damage, caused either directly or otherwise,
by the goods.

TITLE All goods shall remain the property of T.S.L. until due payment has been made in full.

TERMS OF PAYMENT Net cash on, or before, 30 days from the date of invoice. The seller reserves the right to
payment on request. Any invoice outstanding after 30 days may have interest added on a daily basis subject to current
legislation.

FORCE MAJEURE Orders are accepted subject to force majeure and subject to supplies being available. The seller
has the right to suspend, or cancel, wholly or in part, any orders they may have on hand, at any time.

DELIVERY No guarantees can be given that the goods will be delivered at any specified time. Deliveries are subject
to the availability of transport.

NON-DELIVERY, LOSS OR DAMAGE The seller shall not be deemed responsible, in any case, for non-delivery,
loss or damage, unless the buyer complies with the following; The buyer must advise the seller and the carrier, in
writing, within the following time limits :-
A. Non-delivery of the whole consignment, or any separate part of it, within TEN DAYS of despatch or invoice.
B. Partial loss of or damage to any goods, within THREE DAYS of delivery.

DELIVERY SURCHARGE . We regret that due to high administration costs, orders under £40.00, exclusive of
V.A.T. and carriage charges, may be subject to a surcharge of £5.00.

QUALITY. We reserve the right to use alternative materials when we deem that they are more suitable, or necessary.

RETURNS No goods can be accepted back for credit without permission and a 15% handling charge will apply. On
heavy goods or equipment, any additional carriage charges incurred may also be levied. This will not apply where
there is a justifiable complaint against the quality of the goods.

MACHINERY HIRE. T.S.L. cannot be held responsible for any injury to an operator, or any other person, or damage
to any property, howsoever caused. All guards must be kept in place during any period of use and it remains the
operators responsibility to lubricate and maintain the equipment as directed.

TERMS AND
CONDITIONS

Tel: 01207 505837
Email: info@tsl-ne.co.uk

UNLESS OTHERWISE AGREED IN
WRITING,

ALL ORDERS FOR SALE,
HIRE OR CONTRACT WORK

ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING
TERMS.
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